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Council HouseArt

In 2013 Plymouth artist, Martin Bush, inspired City Councillors to take action
in support of Plymouth’s creative economy.The artist encouraged Councillors
to develop a new programme of open displays and talks at the Council House
for practicing and aspiring artists living in Plymouth and surrounding area.

By opening up the foyer of this important Council building for art displays, we
aim to provide a free opportunity for visual artists in Plymouth to raise their
profile and showcase their work in an inspiring and iconic city centre location.

The programme is supported by a Community Grant from Councillor Chris
Penberthy and is a demonstration of Plymouth’s Co-operative Council. It also
highlights the Council’s commitment to creativity and the creative economy.
The scheme is designed to reflect the breadth of contemporary visual art
currently being produced in Plymouth and the 2014 programme includes work
by individual artists, students and recent graduates.

The programme is delivered in partnership by Plymouth City Councillors,
PCC’s Arts & Heritage Service, Plymouth College of Art, Plymouth University
and the University of St Mark and St John.

OpenArt Show: 7 February – 1April 2014
Work by 21 artists practicing and living in Plymouth and the surrounding area
selected by a panel of Councillors from artwork submitted through an open
application process. If you are interested in purchasing an art work, please
contact the artist direct.

Artists’Talks
There will be a series of informal talks by a number of the exhibiting artists
between 12 and 1pm on the following dates.There is no need to book.

Wednesday 26 February Cllr Penberthy plus artists

Wednesday 5 March artists

Wednesday 19 March artists

Tuesday 1April Cllr Penberthy plus artists

The Council House will remain open until 2pm on each of these dates for
public viewing of the exhibition.
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RachaelAllain www.rachael_allain@yahoo.co.uk

Vista 1 Plymouth
2013
colour pinhole
photograph
on rag paper

please contact artist
for cost

Vista 2 Plymouth
2013
colour pinhole
photograph
on rag paper

please contact artist
for cost

Statement:
My current research investigates the connections that exist between concepts
of Liminality and my artistic working practices. My artistic methodology allows
for a reflection on the junctures that exist between photographic lens/less
based media, optical devices (both material (analogue) and virtual (digital)
forms).The still and moving image is explored in relation to aspects and littoral
spaces connected to the sea, at present,‘The Sound’ in Plymouth.This
experience of the liminal exists right at the borderline of perception; the liminal
then becomes subliminal, existing below the surface.

Merleau-Ponty’s consideration of phenomenology and notions of vision being
reciprocal with the visual are central to my investigation, as, without an ocular
sensibility we could not engage with the immensity of visual phenomena. I am
contemplating the realms of my visual field and the potential of what I see. I am
not appropriating this vision but by looking I aim to explore my artistic imagination.

Exhibits andArtists’ Statements
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Bénédicte Barrett www.pdp-benedictebarrett.blogspot.co.uk

£150 each for framed A2 print

The three images I am submitting are interpretations around the concept of
"home" or "nest".They can work together or as separate images. "Haven" and
"Shelter" convey an ecological message and the idea that the Earth depends on
man, who depends on the Earth. I created "Homes" last year as part of an
exhibition with Cambridge International Arts and Emmaus who are raising
money for building homes for those who desperately need them.

Statement:
I am a Plymouth based Illustrator andTeacher. I am a French native who has lived
in the UK for about 10 years. Previously I worked as a School Teacher in
various bilingual schools but I also completed a Degree in Illustration at Plymouth
College ofArt in 2013.

I especially enjoy working in a vintage, retro style, creating textures from old
books and ephemera I am mixing with digital media. I am aiming to use my
teaching background and previous knowledge of working with children to
create my own picture books while encouraging children in their development.
I am also interested in producing imagery that raises environmental awareness
and communicates sustainability.

Shelter 2014
pen & digital media

Homes 2013
pen & digital media

Haven 2014
pen & digital media
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Alan Braidford alanbraidford@btinternet.com

Soldier 2010
stoneware/ lava glaze/ limestone base
£2000

The losses the British Army began to experience
in recent years led to a series of sculptures that
were based on Kouros from the Archaic period
of Greek art.These works are somewhere
between grave ware and sculpture.

The form has been simplified into a kind of pillar.
The surface is a pale blue lava glaze and should
not be touched.

Sea Sprite 2013
terracotta / stone base
£2000

The Sea Sprite series developed originally from
work based on an Etruscan sculpture of a
reclining figure.

Originally, the design was more or less similar to
the top half of the current work, but I felt I could
do more with the idea.

A more complete design came from incorporating something of the pleasure
I experience when sea kayaking on turbulent water, together with thinking
about the words in Genesis: darkness moving upon the face of the water.

Statement:
My ceramic work is influenced by an interest in ancient history – Celtic stone
carvings, Etruscan grave ware, Middle Eastern sculpture and pottery.

I develop ideas in the sketchbook and move on to the construction process once
I feel there is enough content or character in the design.
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Martin Bush www.martinbush.co.uk

Echo City 2013
mixed paints on canvas
£5250

Following my journey as a painter in 2013 my palette lightened and the observation
within each painting got more involved and certainly this work has made the
viewer to be more involved in looking up close to discover the paintings marks,
colours and vistas.

Statement:
This painting is an expression of freeness that we all seem to forget in our daily
living.Nature does what it wants with rules but no self constraints in where it goes.

Wouldn’t it be great to be as free as nature itself?

With this painting I hope to evoke the sense of forgetting the immediate
routine of life, having a moment of feeling free from ourselves and our daily
indulgences.

As you look and search I hope you will find your moment.This then is the
conclusion of a painting that it has drawn you in and taken you someplace else
away from your daily routine.
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Brian Busselle www.brianbusselle.yolasite.com

Trees GlynnValley 2012
oil on canvas
£2250

Statement:
My work is landscape based and has moved between figurative and abstract.

Lately I have been working paintings that are closer to abstract but still have
strong elements of the landscape, I call these Abscapes and they are works in
progress. I try to keep an open mind on my stylistic orientation, in order to
avoid the “one trick pony” label.
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Andrew Cluer www.andycluer.portfoliobox.me

System Shutdown 2013
Poster Paper / digitally created
Not for sale

"If you are going to sin, sin against God, not the bureaucracy. God will forgive
you but the bureaucracy won't."
Admiral Hyman Rickover

Statement:
As a UK based Plymouth practicing artist, I explore within the depths of collage
art, tackling the ideology of destruction within a society. My work focuses on the
categorical side of the subject matter that may otherwise be overshadowed by
the power of the current Media, allowing an insight to the more concerning
activities that are exploited.

I challenge this through the idea of layers with found or/and self-created imagery,
perceiving the idea through what may not initially be obvious.
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Julie Ellis ellis.julie@blueyonder.co.uk

Untitled 2014
acrylic paint, carbon print on board
£275

Statement:
My work is inspired by the overlooked detail and symbolic importance in everyday
objects touched by the living. I am interested in the interactions between people,
places and objects, remembered and shared experience between individuals.
The common thread throughout my practice is life and humanistic connections.

Drawing is primarily key to my thought development, it helps me to familiarise
and connect to my idea, a form of intuitive visual thinking.Through experimental
exploration I then combine my knowledge of process and materials to progress
my idea. I am interested in adding and subtracting paint working in layers, sanding
and scratching at the surface revealing a history within the painting. My work is
strongly influenced by the use of line and for me the printing process is a tool
for developing my drawing practice in new and inventive directions.

This body of work is a combination of painting, carbon printing and drawing
which bring together my experimental exploration of process whilst reflecting
my interest in personal experience and human mapping through investigating
my own identity.
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David Gray www.davidgrayartist.com

Derelict Barn, Ontario 2012
oil on canvas
£300

This is a scene which shouted out to be painted. As soon as I saw it I knew I had
to paint it just as it was without any embellishments.

Statement:
One of the important lessons I learnt was that good draughtsmanship is at the
root of all good painting.This is something I have always tried to keep in mind.
I share the same opinion on Modern Art with Winston Churchill. My love of
hidden corners of the English landscape and the many moods of nature are a
constant source of inspiration to me. Should external matters affect my energy
levels I need only to go back and visit Paul Nash and The Brotherhood of
Ruralists to revive my spirits. I accept commissions to paint landscapes. Portrait
paintings are a much more intimate exercise and are only done of people I know
very well.
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Melanie Guy www.melanieguy.com

Foreshore 2011
pewter on translucent acrylic
£2200

Statement:
Some years sailing on the sea has imprinted re-emerging memories of the
environment and the elemental conditions that I experienced. I work in relief and
3d, using mostly pewter, interpreting these impressions and combining the play of
light on the contours of the material to make beautiful forms.

I try to enhance the forces and energy of natural forms to create minimalist,
clean lines in my metal work, whilst with other materials too, I explore the
possibilities of our post-modern experience.

The marks, which contributed to the forming process, become a dialogue to
communicate with the audience, describing the evolution of a piece, rather like
hand writing.With these, stimulated by observation and reflection on different
physical and mental conditions, I refine the forms to express the essence of an
idea with the belief that `less is more’.
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Kelvin Harvey www.kelvinharvey.co.uk

After the Feast Comes Famine 2012
acrylic on canvas
£1500

This painting is a comment on the
consumerist society following the bank crash
of 2009/10, once the all is consumed all that
remains are the dried stalks of the grapes of
plenty and was particularly evident by the
collapse of the Greek economy.

Darkening Skies 2012
oil on canvas
£1500

This painting marks the end of summer and the
gradual descent into winter, bringing with it storms
and uncertainly and change.

Statement:
Born in Plymouth in 1953, the eldest son of a steel erector who incidentally
worked on the construction of the Civic Centre in the sixties. I formalised my
practice by graduating with a BA (Hons), in Ceramics from Plymouth in 2005.
I currently live and practice in Plymouth, Devon.

My work covers a diverse practice from painting to ceramics with as many
different types of materials, techniques and styles.This for me is the joy of art
and it’s boundless possibilities resulting in a varied portfolio of work.

Painting is mainly a self-taught practice, with work ranging from abstract, inspired
by the abstract expressionists of the NewYork School Such as Pollock, Kline and
De Kooning and British Modernist, particularly St Ives painters such as Patrick
Heron,Terry Frost and Peter Lanyon to traditional landscapes, but always with
an element of abstraction. Much of my work and technique in painting, is in part
due to my ceramic training, and the dialogue between materials and process
coupled with an intuitive approach to ‘mark making’. Generally I work in small
series or follow an initial idea that gradually evolves usually inspired by a chance
encounter with an idea or piece of music.
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Peter Heywood www.peter-heywood.co.uk

Zip 2013
ceramic, brass and glass
Not for sale

All is not as it seems; the soft-looking fleece and the metallic-looking zip teeth
are ceramic!

Statement:
I’m a mature student doing a BA in Contemporary Craft at Plymouth College
of Art.

My main focus is sculpture in wood, ceramics, glass and metal.

I hope to become known for creating art in public places. I’ve already made a
start by winning a competition to design the gates of Devonport Column,
a Grade 1 listed monument in Plymouth.

Just recently, I won another competition, this time to paint my design on one
of the giant fibre-glass sun fish in the “Making Waves” project – a tourist trail
around Plymouth.
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Neil Holden www.njholden@btinternet.com

Angels & Devils (Sam
Chandler)
Hasselblad Camera / 6x6
Negative / 120 BW Film /
Digital Poster Print
Not for sale

Statement:
I would class myself as an optimistic and enthusiastic amateur photographer
with a professional attitude. Skint, but still snapping after 30 years. I would
describe my style of imagery as ‘Environmental Portraiture’.

I shoot both on film and digitally. I print using archival bromide, giclée and digital
print processes.

Being bipolar I can go long periods without picking up a camera. Consequently
I use whatever equipment and materials I can afford or get my hands and develop
a project and style around them.

The Devils is in the detail and the more detail in my photographs the better.

I live in Plymouth and currently working on arts health projects with CHIK,
Community Health in Keyham and promoting art and photography through
OneRedDot artist group.
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Glenn Littlechild www.glennlittle.net

BluebellWoods – 9 2014 Morning Mr Magpie 2013
acrylic paint, spray paint, pencil acrylic paint, spray paint, pencil
£200 £600

Statement:
Glenn Littlechild is an artist who specialises in Abstract Painting. His painting
achieves the extremely difficult feat of engaging with the legacy of Abstract
Expressionism in a way that manages to be both contemporary and interesting.
Whereas Barnett Newman and Mark Rothko were insistent about the correct
way to understand their abstract images as expressions of sublime experience,
the paintings exhibited here remain ambivalent about the communicative
potential of their symbols and gestures.

Some of these symbols are developed on the always-evolving chalkboards that
accompany his work. They refer to ideas about the relation of ancient cultures
to alien civilization, attempting to capture or explain something of the intense,
or sublime, experiences the artist cites as the inspiration for the paintings.This
hybrid of abstraction and conspiracy theory is original and compelling, and
undertaken with absolute sincerity. It manages to be equally about abstraction,
the communication of feeling, and popular culture.
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Jeni Mattock www.letterwork.co.uk

Coastal Storm December 2013
acrylic paint on heavy paper
£75
I have tried to capture the moment when a
coastal storm breaks and the angry winter sky
beats down on an equally angry sea. All the
colour and drama that ensues,when nature works
its way through its winter storms, hopefully
towards spring. I used broad strokes of paint and
various tools to apply the paint for this piece.

Red Horizon 2013 thread, fibre, textiles and stitching £129
Red horizon is inspired by the vivid colour and energy of our coastline
reflecting how the sea will always reach land and leave a white surf line
whilst at same time at sunset or sunrise the far horizon will sometimes
be bright red. I utilised various hand dyed fibres and thread, with glitter
and machine stitching,white wool tops and painted bondaweb for this piece.

SummerWaves 2012 fibres, fabric, threads and beads £140
Inspired by the brightness of summer seas, how there are many hues of
colour in the sea, against the clean bright white surf, and the golden
summer sands.The beads were used to define the surf line in this piece.

Statement:
Fabrics, textiles, wire and beads are my paint box and as an artist I love to work
amongst these materials. I can see in the folds and creases different imagery
and ideas. For instance fabric can drape, ripple, and fold as a wave.And I have
portrayed my love of the sea and the beach in these small pieces.They emerge
as finished jewel like seascapes.

I have used fabrics beads wires and papers to produce pieces that capture the
light colours and different seasons of the Devon and Cornwall coast. Sometimes
it is the way the fabric creases or ripples that can inspire me other times it is the
colour or texture and sometimes the lack of colour is equally inspiring.The main
inspiration for these works is the beach and parts of our coastline, the bright
light, turquoise sea and golden sands, never fail to inspire me. I find a calmness
and creative energy from being near the sea.

Some of my influences are,The St Ives artists, Mark Rothko, Claus Oldenburg,
David Carson, Kurt Jackson, Gerhard Richter, Jean Littlejohn, Jan Beaney and
the way textile artists work within the church.
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Abigail McKenzie www.abigailmckenzie.co.uk

Hellzapoppin’ Lola 2013
original ink drawing
£250

This piece is from a body of work entitled
The Glasshouse Follies, produced for
Marmalade Collective and themed around
jazz culture.

Statement:
I am a South West based Artist,Arts Educator and graduate of Plymouth
University, BA HONS Illustration (2009). My artwork is inspired by trends from
20th Century design; the drawings I create document character, fashion and
lifestyle using a combination of watercolour painting, experimental ink and pencil
drawing and digital manipulation.The feminine nature my work offers a mixture
of sensitive line quality with a fresh colour palette which lends itself not only to
paper but to fabrics, ceramics and jewellery.

I work as one half of the creative collective - Marmalade; together we create work
for designer maker fairs as well as producing illustrations for and curating our
own exhibitions.

At the heart of my illustration practice is interest in the unspoken narrative of
personalities. I am interested in how people outwardly present themselves and
the rituals they undertake to transform; how performers of past eras presented
themselves on stage and how that differs to the tragic lifestyles they often had
off camera. I enjoy referencing film,TV, iconic characters and cult movements
and aim to create contemporary illustration with a decorative vintage feel to
communicate my observations.
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Lydia Milford www.lydia_milford@talktalk.net

Out fromWembury Bay 2013
mixed media
£375

Statement:
Lydia Milford M.A (Fine Art)

Lydia Milford lives and works in Devon, and has done so for most of her life.
A watercolourist, Lydia also works in mixed media.

Lydia trained in illustration at St. Martins in London, and subsequently worked
as a freelance illustrator and designer. During this period, she worked as a
fashion artist, designed cards and illustrated books.

Lydia worked from home when her family were growing, holding exhibitions in
London,West Wales and South Devon. In 2004, she returned to study and
obtained a master’s degree in fine art from Plymouth University. She has work
in private collections in Holland, France and the U.S.A.

The countryside of rural Devon, where she lives, provides a rich and varied
source of inspiration.
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Debbie Murphy www.gumpweed@hotmail.com

Kingmaker’s daughter 2013
acrylic on canvas
£70

Statement:
I am a Plymouth based artist who has been exhibiting for the last few years.
I work in acrylics as my work is quite bold and colourful and this medium
allows me to build up layers to create a rich finish.

I paint a range of subjects and try to create feeling in my work. I particularly
like to paint animals.
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Cornelius van Rijckevorsel
corneliusvanrijckevorsel@googlemail.com

Standing man with chair 2013
oil on canvas
£300

Statement:
My name is Cornelius van Rijckevorsel and I have lived in Plymouth for the past
16 years, but originally I am from Holland. I trained at the Aix en Provence (Fr.)
School of Art in the 1970’s and graduated in 1980 in Nice (S. of Fr.) with a
Diplome National Superieur d’Expression Plastique.

Most of my work is 3 dimensional, except for my drawings and photographs.
I work mainly in acrylic on canvas, stretched on 3 dimensional inner frames. I also
had a period of working on layers of transparent plastic, the idea being, not to
lose the drawing when painting over. I would have the drawing on a plastic layer
and paint on a sheet on top of my drawing, inverting the process at the final stage.
This is a story about left and right brain activity whilst working. I also have a
daily life drawing routine for the past 10 years with the same model.

Since I have developed personal techniques over different eras of my life, I now
find myself going back to previous periods and carry on developing.
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GrantWallace www.grantwallaceart.co.uk

Barn Owl 2013
acrylics on wood
£500

Having started on the path of painting birds, I wished to do something large.
This afforded me an opportunity to create an atmospheric background and to
place the owl in is environment. Some have named him the “lonely owl”, but
I think he is deep in thought.
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MarkWiggin www.markwigginart.com

Mark and ‘Max’ 2013
oil on canvas
Not for sale

As Mark sat for this portrait
I tried to capture something of
the continual love and care that
Mark showed towards “Max”.
“Max “constantly scampered all
over Mark and was often in his
hands or perched on his shoulder.

Statement:
I have always been interested in painting and in 2013 I began life as a full time
artist. My initial inspiration came from the coast and Dartmoor; landscapes with
ever changing moods, colours, light, weather and seasons. This in turn led to my
passion for portraiture and a search to capture vitality and life in the portrait.
I seek to create bold, expressive, direct statements which have an immediate
impact with the viewer. I love to use free and loose brushwork which generate
a fluidity and rhythm in the painting, evoking life and energy to the completed
work; paintings that don’t tell the whole story but leave something for the
viewer to interpret.
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CharlotteWildy http//charliedwildy.hotglue.me/

A Picture Of The Artist Aged Five
(With Deely Boppers & Adidas Bag)
2013
oil on canvas
£300

A Picture Of The Artist
With Her Brother And
Father (At A Protest)
InThe 1980's 2013
oil on canvas
Not for sale

Statement:
Charlie Wildy’s work looks at human behaviour. She explores how humans react
to adverse situations and how this might affect the dynamics of society. Charlie
has found particular interest on how she feels about this behaviour and through
reflective painting installation, fake narrative and collage is exploring her own
memories of childhood. It is through her use of fake narrative that Charlie aims
to question ones behaviour and come to the ultimate veracity of human frailty.
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